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a b s t r a c t

UN military observers patrol crisis areas in small teams. Their task is to determine whether
seen military activity constitutes a violation to ceasefire agreements. Failing to see or
establish a shared understanding of the activity can be damaging to the mission or put the
teams in danger. We use ethnomethodology and conversation analysis to analyse how
military observers verbalise and categorise military activity in ‘noticings’. The data are
video recordings collected in car patrols in a training course. The analysis is based on fifty-
three episodes of the patrols encountering unexpected military activity. The analysis fo-
cuses on the design features of and categorisation practices in noticing actions. It also
shows how the noticings invite seeing the noticed feature from a particular perspective
and in this way build a context for the joint and emergent activities of ‘monitoring’ and
‘observing’. The findings showcase how noticing actions and monitoring and observing are
accomplished in interaction. They highlight the role of talk and embodiment as part of
military observers’ professional competence and for maintaining situational awareness.
The findings are relevant for and can be integrated in UN military observer training.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction1

UNmilitary observers are unarmed soldiers whowork in teams of two or three in crisis management missions around the
world. One of their tasks is to patrol crisis areas in cars, and to look for, identify and verify minefields, troops, weapons,
artillery, and military vehicles. Their task is to determine whether the military activity they see violates or may lead to vi-
olations of ceasefire or peace agreements and to produce objective and factual reports about it. All reported information
regarding the details of a violation must be confirmed by at least two observers who come from different nations. Conse-
quently, military observers are formally required to do the “seeing” work together.

Before deployment, military observers participate in field training.While the training is not the same as a real mission, the
exercises in the training are designed to resemble real events occurring in missions. The exercise studied in this paper is
organized in an extensive physical landscape with arduous terrain; the trainees spend several long days in cars, patrolling an
imaginary demilitarized zone between two nations and its surroundings; they patrol the area without the presence of an
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instructor; they encounter simulated scenarios and situations that involve observing and reporting activities that may
threaten the ceasefire agreement in the exercise; in some tasks, theymay “die”, and other tasks theymay find distressing; the
troops (conscripts), weapons (assault rifles, machine guns, antitankweapons), artillery (rocket launchers, howitzers), vehicles
(personal carriers, armoured vehicles), and other signs (flags) they see are real.

This paper takes as its starting point an action that initiates a military observer team's joint seeing activity during
patrolling: the noticing. In real missions, noticing actions can have high stakes implications: UN military observers are
responsible for reporting their observations to the UN, and depending on whether the observation confirms previous
knowledge, provides new information, or is a violation, military observers report it either immediately over the radio or later
in written reports. Detailed and accurate information of what the patrol teams have seen is important because the mission
headquarters, head of the mission or the UN Security Council can use the information in their negotiations with the conflict
parties. Moreover, a timely noticing may be a matter of safety and thus an important tool to identify potential threats and
establish common ground on the seriousness of the threat. In sum, failing to notice can have broader political consequences or
become a safety issue (see also Nevile, 2013a, 2013b).

This paper presents a central topic for pragmatics research. Theoretically, it builds on ethnomethodological and conver-
sation analytic (EMCA) research on seeing. It has shown that rather than being merely a cognitive or individual phenomenon
seeing is tightly embedded in the organisation of the ongoing activity; it is a social achievement. The analysis focuses on the
design of noticing turns and how they invite the other team members to shift their participation and attend to the noticed
thing. Furthermore, the analysis shows how the noticing actions, through their design, achieve a transition to particular
subsequent visual activities. On the one hand, noticing actions can communicate the seeing of something suspicious and build
an interactional context for more focused ‘monitoring’ of the environment, that is, scanning the environment for more things
to see. On the other hand, they can treat the noticed thing as (potentially) a “reportable” warranting immediate and detailed
‘observation’.

The analysis shows how the visual activities of monitoring and observing are achieved through specific ways of talking,
using the body (gaze shifts, body shifts) and driving the car. Finally, the analysis highlights how the emergent and gradual
nature of “seeing” and “joint seeing” becomes evident in the organisation of single turns and longer courses of actions. The
ways in which military observer trainees talk and interact to establish a shared understanding of the noticed and seen items
are constitutive of their ‘professional vision’ (Goodwin, 1994); they are interactional and visual practices that both shape the
visible environment into profession-specific objects of knowledge (Goodwin, 1994; Nevile, 2013a, 2013b) and help build and
maintain, moment by moment, shared situational awareness in high stakes situations.

2. Noticings as visual actions and seeing as a situated activity in the context of military interaction

Noticing is a complex action. It is here considered as a visual practice that identifies and makes public some aspect of the
visual environment and treats it as its source. It is therefore not the first element in a sequence, but the second, functioning
“retroactively” (Schegloff, 2007: 219). Noticings can register features in the surroundings that prompt a transition to a new
activity (e.g., Deppermann, 2014; Harrison and Williams, 2017; Kamunen and Haddington, 2020; Nevile, 2004) or identify a
problem that leads to a shift in orientation and recovery in action (e.g., Keisanen, 2012; Oittinen, 2020). Noticing actions can
be accomplished as verbal or embodied actions (e.g., with a pointing gesture or by turning one's head) e or as a combination
of both. Noticings can also be embedded into a diverse range of different activities (see, e.g., Helisten, 2019; Keisanen, 2012;
K€a€ant€a, 2014; Oittinen, 2020; Rauniomaa et al., 2018).

Noticing actions are public and collaborative. By producing a noticing, a speaker invites the recipient to redirect their focus
to a referent (e.g., with address terms, summonses, directives, or response cries), establish mutual and sustained attention to
it (e.g., with deictic terms), and e by categorising it in one way or the other e attend to it from a specific and shared
perspective (e.g., with category terms or descriptions). The recipient can then confirm that the referent has been located and
provide an accountable next action (Goodwin and Goodwin, 2012: 261, 273e275).

As a visual practice, noticing actions are tightly connected to seeing. By building on EMCA, this paper considers seeing as
situated in social participants’ real-time practices and shaped by interaction and objects and features in the material envi-
ronment. Participants establish through their own conduct what they see, how they see it and how the seen things should be
interpreted (e.g., Nevile, 2013a: 162). Thus, the analysis should attend to and preserve the participants’ perspective to visual
orientations by showing how they are embedded in the members’ interactive and intersubjective activities and evidenced by
their (multimodal) action (see, e.g., Coulter and Parsons, 1990; Goodwin, 2000b; Nishizaka, 2022).

In non-institutional and mundane interactions, while being public, noticing actions have low response relevance and do
not prescribe a specific action in response (Schegloff, 2007: 219; Stivers and Rossano, 2010: 27). Some noticings never receive
an uptake, and a non-response is not necessarily treated as an accountable action. Securing a response with a noticing is tied
to its design features and context (Goodwin and Goodwin, 2012: 272e273). Furthermore, noticing actions often occur in a
disjunctive position, interfering with another ongoing course of action (see Haddington et al., 2014). In such cases, securing a
response from a participant, especially if they are reluctant to suspend their involvement in the parallel activity, may require
extra work (Goodwin and Goodwin, 2012: 275; Oittinen, 2020).

In military work, on the other hand, noticing things, categorizing them appropriately and responding to them is
accountable; failing to do so can turn into a matter of life and death. This has been shown by EMCA studies that build their
analyses on leaked video recordings from various military incidents. They have shown how “joint seeing” can gradually lead
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to ‘false descriptions’ and ‘false identification’ (e.g., Kolanoski, 2017; Mair et al., 2012; Nevile, 2009, 2013a, 2013b;
Wedelstaedt, 2020). For example, in a study about a friendly-fire incident in Iraq in 2003, Nevile (2013b) analyses how fighter
pilots’ practices of seeing, identifying, describing, and appropriately responding to relevant features of a changing environ-
ment emerge and are accomplished through talk and interaction. He shows how pilots draw on what they see to offer
candidate understandings and assess perceived things as possibly friendly or hostile, while dealing with uncertainty, am-
biguity, and conflicting information. Nevile also shows how pilots by formulating an observation in a particular way, present
and treat noticed features as relevant and consequential for their subsequent joint action. Wedelstaedt (2020), in a study on
an airstrike that resulted in civilian casualties in Afghanistan in 2009, shows how studying the situated production of seeing
as a shared activity can shed light on decision making in the context of military communication. In sum, Nevile (2013b) and
Wedelstaedt (2020) show how formulating what one sees and inviting others to attend to it from a particular perspective is
consequential for establishing the relevance of the seeing for the task at hand.

The following section outlines the data and method used in this study. The analysis focuses on how noticing actions and
formulations of seeing in UN military observer interaction build a context for an appropriate next visual activity (see also
Nevile, 2013a: 180). The last section concludes our findings.

3. Data and method

The data in this study come from a corpus of video-recordings collected in two consecutive multinational crisis man-
agement training courses called UNMEM (United Nations Military Experts on Mission) (Rautiainen et al., 2021). The courses
had identical content. The analysis in this study builds on recordings made in SUV vehicles as part of a training activity in
which the trainees patrol an imaginary conflict area which includes a demilitarized zone (hence DMZ) between two nations,
Blueland and Greyland. We focus on interactions of ten multinational teams inside the vehicle during a one-day patrolling
task. Each team is composed of 2e3 trainees totalling 26 different trainees who represent more than ten nations from three
continents. The language in the recordings is English as a lingua franca; none of the trainees speak English as their native
language. No instructors or actors are present in the interactions. In some of the recordings a researcher is present in the
backseat, wearing a yellow vest indicating “invisibility” in the exercise.

The recordings were obtained in two ways. First, some recordings were collected with an autonomous recording system
where two video cameras were attached on the dashboard, one recording the events outside in front of the car and the other
the trainees and their actions inside the vehicle. The cameras were connected to a laptop in the car's boot storing the
streamed video. High-quality audio was recorded with a four-directional microphone, attached on the elbow rest in the
centre of the car. The set-up received power from an external battery in the boot. Second, the researchers, when present in the
vehicles, recorded the events inside the vehicles with a handheld video camera. The total duration of videomaterials analysed
for this study is approx. 65 h.

Themembers of the patrol teams have different responsibilities. In teams of two, the person not driving the car usually acts
as the team leader and is responsible for navigation and radio use. In teams of three, navigation and radio use are usually
divided between two trainees. All team members are responsible for observing the patrolled area and verbalising what they
see in the surroundings. The teams allocate the tasks themselves prior to the patrolling. In the exercise, the teams patrol on
the same route and encounter the same tasks. The analysis focuses on episodes where the teams unexpectedly encounter a
military base inside or in the vicinity of the DMZ that is not marked on the map and of which they have not been aware. In
total, the collection includes fifty-three such episodes.

The patrol teams use call signs (X-ray, Yankee, Zulu, Whiskey) that refer to the vehicles.2 In the analysis, several teamsmay
have the same call sign. The call signs Hotel One and Hotel Two (HOT) refer to the radio control station. The trainees are
identified according to their seating positions in the vehicle: driver (DRV), front-seat passenger (FP), and back seat passengers
on the left (BSL) and right (BSR). Talk is transcribed in black by using the conventions developed by Gail Jefferson (Jefferson,
2004; Hepburn and Bolden, 2017). The multimodal features of interaction for relevant parts are transcribed in grey under-
neath talk by using the conventions developed by Lorenza Mondada (see https://www.lorenzamondada.net/multimodal-
transcription). The transcriptions are supported with Laurierian (Laurier, 2013, 2019) comic strip visualisations. The multi-
modal transcriptions and comic strips are used to illustrate multimodal conduct and events that are relevant for the phe-
nomenon. They are selective to maintain clarity and brevity of the transcriptions. All participants have given their informed
consent for using the data in research and related publications. All signs that might reveal their identity, gender,3 rank, or
country of origin have been changed or removed from the transcriptions. The analysis relies on concepts and principles of
conversation analysis: we focus on the details of the trainees’ talk and embodied actions within sequences of interaction (e.g.,
Goodwin, 2000a; Schegloff, 2007; Sidnell and Stivers, 2013).

4. Analysis

The analysis focuses on noticing actions, produced through talk and embodied action, and what happens after them. It
explores how the design of a noticing action reveals how the noticed feature is treated and builds a context for a specific kind
2 The call signs have been altered.
3 In the analysis, the descriptors he and she are used randomly to obscure the participants’ gender and promote gender neutrality.
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of visual activity. Section 4.1 shows how noticing actions communicate the seeing of something suspicious and build an
interactional context for the ‘monitoring’ of the surroundings. In other words, they invite the team members to scan the
environment and assist in looking for possible reportable objects and activities. Section 4.2 shows how noticing actions treat
the noticed object or activity as something that is in itself (potentially) a ‘reportable’. They invite team members to closely
inspect the noticed thing and the environment and to detail the seen things. In this case, the noticing actions build a context
for ‘observation’.

4.1. Entering a terrain of suspicion: noticing actions leading to ‘monitoring’

In Excerpt 1, a team of two observers is approaching a Blueland base. In line 2, the driver spots a Blueland flag on the
roadside and produces a noticing: >okay, there is< a [Blueland place he[re,.

1. Team Zulu, GOPRO089.mp4: 4:25
Fig. 1. Team Zulu approaching a Blueland base.
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The driver's turn-initial okay frames the noticing as a distinct move to a “next-positioned matter” (Beach, 1993, 1995),
something new to orient to next. This is followed by a formulation of what the driver has seen: there is a [Blueland place
he[re. The turn indicates how the DRV treats the seen object: the flag indexes the possible presence of military forces, but
with the details of the forces yet to be determined. The DRV's noticing action transforms FP's participation, which is wit-
nessable in the gaze shift to the left (l. 2, Fig. 1.2) and the turn �Blueland flag.� (l. 4), which confirms the seeing of the flag.
During the turn, she looks down to the map and other documents on her lap, possibly to check their location and hence the
location of the possible troops. Thus, FP treats the noticing action as requiring her participation and joint involvement in the
monitoring of the environment. The team's joint action also shows that they do not treat the noticed object as an observable
and reportable feature per se.

After this, there is a 22-second lapse (Hoey, 2017: 9) during which the team members keep driving forward, monitor the
surroundings and take periodical glances at the navigator to check their location. The lapse ends in line 6, when FP produces a
new noticing by verbalizing and pointing to a new feature (smoke) that further indexes the possible presence of troops
(Fig. 1.4). Similar to the previous noticing, it identifies something suspicious that requires further monitoring. The driver's
response yeah. confirms the seeing. In sum, the ways inwhich the two noticing actions are designed and responded to build a
context for joint monitoring of the surroundings for more things to see. They are not treated as ‘reportables’ or requiring
detailed observation. Shortly afterwards, they notice artillery, which leads them to making observations of Blueland activity
in the area.

In Excerpt 2, a team of three observers has just turned left at a junction to follow their routing and sent a location report to
Hotel Two. In line 3, Hotel Two responds to the location report. FP begins to produce a noticing (l. 4) but stops in mid-turn
because of the radio message (l. 4, Fig. 2.1).

2. Team X-ray, 2703ab.mp4: 5:42:40
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That the FP cuts off the noticing turn in favour of Hotel Two's radio message e rather than, for example, lowering the
volume of the radio and progressing with the noticing e indicates that he does not treat it as requiring an urgent
response. During the silence that follows, FP shifts glances between the satellite navigator on the dashboard and the map
on his lap (l. 5, Fig. 2.2). In line 6, FP restarts the noticing, which is now produced with a pointing gesture (l. 6, Fig. 2.3).
Similar to Excerpt 1, the noticing singles out a feature in the environment (a Blueland flag), categorises it in terms of a
place (there's Blueland area,) and invites the other team members to direct their focus on it. FP continues by verbalising
the possible e but still uncertain e significance of the noticed flag (¼it could be that there are some troops) and the
possible consequences for them (or something else that we have to::,). The team members’ next actions align with FP's
noticing: DRV first returns the gaze from the navigator to the road during FP's noticing (l. 6) and then begins to scan the
environment (l. 7). BSL, on the other hand, completes FP's turn-in-progress (Lerner, 1991) by verbalizing a possible future
action (�observe.�, l. 9) should they see something else. All the while, the noticing does not change the car's speed. In sum,
FP's noticing is treated as an invitation to view the noticed object as something that is unexpected and prompts closer
monitoring of the environment the team members shift their participation and confirm FP's understanding through their
verbal and embodied actions. The team is now jointly focused on the visual activity of monitoring the surroundings.

In Excerpt 3, FP is drinking water from a bottle (l. 1) when he sees something ahead of them and summons the two team
members to attend to it: .. [attention? (0.9) there's a signin-, (.) sign for [uh:, (2.2.) [Greyland? (lines 2e3).4

3. Team X-ray, 2703ab.mp4: 1.03:43
4 The video recording shows that there are military vehicles that the team could see (see Fig. 3.1). However, the vehicles are not verbalized until after the
excerpt.
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Fig. 3. Team X-ray approaching a Greyland military base.
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Similar to the above excerpts, the noticing turn (lines 2e3) prompts a shift in the activity and invites the teammembers to
turn their attention to the noticed feature. Furthermore, in this case, the design of the noticing turn reflects the emergent
nature of “seeing”: the turn transforms from an attention-getting device (attention?), whose turn-final rising intonation
signals uncertainty about the sign's meaning, to the seeing of a sign (there's a signin- (.) sign for uh::), and then e after a 3.4-
second pause e to the categorisation of the noticed object as a Greyland sign (Greyland?). Also Greyland? is produced with
rising turn-final intonation, indicating uncertainty. The other team members do not confirm the noticing. This suggests that
the noticed feature (i.e., the flag) is not treated to require an immediate response nor considered as a ‘reportable’. Never-
theless, the team's alert level has been raised and teammembers shift their participation. This is evidenced, first, by DRV’s and
BSL’s clear shift to the monitoring of the environment already during the noticing turn (see lines 2e3 and Figs. 3.2e3.4).
Second, the team begins to orient to their location, which is evidenced by FP shifting his gaze to themap on his lap and both FP
and DRV looking at the display of the satellite navigator (see lines 3e4). Finally, in lines 5e12, FP and DRV determine their
location and direction.5 During these actions, the team keeps driving forward. In sum, FP's noticing, while emerging gradually
and conveying uncertainty, prompts the team members to start monitoring the environment and check their location. With
these actions they start to prepare for possible contact with unexpected military activity that they may need to report.

In Excerpt 4, the team consists of two members patrolling the DMZ. They have just been tracking their movement on the
satellite navigator and discussing their location, when DRV sees a Blueland flag on the roadside, cuts off talk in mid-turn and
produces a noticing in form of an outloud: [uhhuh? (l. 2).

4. Team Whiskey, GOPRO3299.mp4: 5:25
Fig. 4. Team Whiskey and the Blueland sign.

5 DRV's turn ¼I can't see (.) �what it is� . refers to difficulties seeing a detail on the satellite navigator.
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DRV's verbal noticing uhhuh? is accompanied with a pointing gesture (l. 3). The gesture locates the noticed feature
and invites FP, together with the outloud, to attend to it. In contrast to the previous excerpts, however, the noticing
does not categorise the noticed thing. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to attract FP's attention: he lifts his gaze from the
satellite navigator and acknowledges the noticing (yeah, that- �Ythat-�, l. 4), but does not categorise the seen feature,
either. The following turns provide evidence of the observers’ emerging uncertainty about the meaning of the flag and
their different projects following the noticing. In line 6, DRV begins a turn that seems to project an inquiry about their
location (l. 6), a relevant action at this point. FP does not respond to DRV's inquiry but categorises the seen object as
indicating Blueland: yeah, < that's Bluela:::nde. DRV confirms FP's interpretation (l. 9) but qualifies it with the turn-
final I think which softens the commitment of the confirmation (K€arkk€ainen, 2003: 84). FP adds to the emerging
uncertainty with >that's weird.<., thus treating the noticed thing as unexpected, and its meaning and relevance un-
clear. As they approach the sign, FP attempts to gather more information about it (>what's it saying.<, l. 13), which,
however, turns out to not be very helpful (l. 15). At this point, DRV asks FP if their current location is also their next
waypoint.

Despite the emerging uncertainty about the meaning of the noticed sign, the noticing initiates talk about it. It prompts
monitoring-relevant actions: they start to determine their location (lines 6, 16) and glean more information about what they
see (l. 13). In other words, they treat the noticed item as something that is not expected to be there, which warrants closer
monitoring of the scene and preparations for a possible encounter with military troops that should not be there. At the same
time, they keep driving on. One second later, the driver notices troops on their right, they stop the car and begin to observe the
military base.

This section has focused on episodes in UN military observer training where the seeing of an unexpected feature in the
environment triggers a noticing action and prompts the team's visual activity of ‘monitoring’. In the corpus, the noticings are
produced as outlouds (e.g., ‘uhhuh’), summonses (e.g., ‘attention’) and directives (e.g., ‘look’) and they are designed to
accomplish a transition from the current activity to a newone (e.g., with the token ‘okay’). They register the seeing of a feature
in the environment through categorisations of place or an area (e.g., ‘Blueland area’, ‘sign for Greyland’; see also Nevile, 2013a:
163) or by verbalising the possible presence of troops. They also often include markers that indicate uncertainty about the
meaning and relevance of the noticed thing.

The noticing actions shift the team's participation, evidenced by gaze and body shifts. They also prompt verbal and/or
embodied signs of suspiciousness and alertness and initiate collaborative work towards determining the team's exact
location. In some cases, the noticing actions are followed by long silences during which the team's scan the surroundings. The
teams rarely slow down or stop the vehicle. These features show how the teammembers jointly build awareness of the seen
feature as something that is out of place, accountable and warrants scanning of the surrounding environment. At the same
time, they show that the noticed features are not themselves treated as ‘reportable’ nor requiring closer inspection; rather,
they index something that may soon do so.

In sum, the shape and trajectory of the above noticing actions and the episodes that follow them constitute the inter-
actional building blocks of ‘monitoring’. It is an activity in which a noticing action first raises the team's alertness level; the
team then jointly establishes a view of a possibly suspicious terrain and begins to scan the surroundings for more things to
see. The noticing actions and the subsequent ‘monitoring’ activity prepares the team for making detailed observations about
objects and activity that maymerit more detailed inspection and verification. The next section focuses on noticing actions and
‘observation’ episodes that ensue.

4.2. Seeing possible reportable items: noticing actions leading to ‘observation’

In the UN military observers’ work, ‘observation’ involves the following institutional and accountable practices: identi-
fying the details of perceived military activity (e.g., which troops, how many soldiers, how many and what type of weapons
and artillery), sending a radio message (e.g., to request for the precise time of the day, i.e., the “log-in time”), checking the
location, stopping, making contact to the seen troops, taking photos, andwriting notes. The aim of observation is to determine
how and why the seen features constitute, may constitute or could lead to a violation of a ceasefire agreement. The reported
information must be confirmed by at least two observers.

This section analyses practices by which noticing actions communicate the seeing of features that indicate
‘reportable’ military activity and how they build a context for and lead to observation. In Excerpt 5, team X-ray is
driving inside the DMZ. FP is navigating and checking whether they will soon arrive to their next waypoint, V20 (lines
1e3). He has been switching glances between the map on his lap and the satellite navigator on the dashboard. DRV's
gaze is mainly directed to the front of the car with intermittent glances at the satellite navigator. BSL is looking outside
to the left and forward. In line 3, the team drives past a Blueland flag, but none of the team members verbalize seeing
the flag. In line 3, FP looks up and to the right, which is followed by a head movement (l. 4) e an embodied noticing
(K€a€ant€a, 2014; Licoppe and Tuncer, 2014; Keisanen, 2012; Oittinen, 2020) e indicating that something has triggered an
attentional shift. This is followed by a verbal noticing: >stop<. (0.5) there's a minefield?
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5. Team X-ray, 2703.mp4, 6:23.47
FP's verbal noticing is composed of a directive to stop (>stop.<), a categorisation of the seen thing (there's a mine[field?)

and a pointing gesture (l. 5, Fig. 5.2). The directive deals with the stopping of the vehicle, clearly indicating that the target of
noticing requires immediate and closer inspection. It is also produced in an accelerated manner, communicating the
128
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suddenness of the seeing and the urgency involved in responding to it: there is only one opportunity to stop and attend to it
before it is too late (see also Goodwin and Goodwin, 2012: 272). FP categorises the noticed feature as “minefield”, placing it
within the broader category of weaponry that warrants closer scrutiny.6 At the same time, the rising and questioning into-
nation at the end of the noticing turn indicates uncertainty about the nature of what they see.

FP's noticing turn expects the team's immediate shift in participation and specific responses: DRV starts to slow down the
car and BSL looks to the right (l. 5). DRV then also takes a quick look to the right (l. 6) and spots a weapon leaning on a tree. He
agrees with and confirms FP's seeing and complements it with another category reflecting the noticing of the weapon: and a-
antitank- (Fig. 5.3).7 Similarly with “minefield”, “antitank weapon” belongs to the category collection of weapons that war-
rants a closer inspection and a report. The team's next actions confirm this: FP presses buttons on the satellite navigator to
store their location (“Grid.”, l. 10, l. 12, Fig. 5.4), and requests BSL towrite down their location on the report (lines 14,18), which
BSL complies with (l. 19) At this point, the car has stopped moving, and shortly after, they park the car and inspect the base.

In Excerpt 6, a team of three has just confirmed a minefield and is now continuing patrolling. In line 2, DRV verbalizes the
noticing of a Blueland sign, which FP acknowledges (l. 4). These turns initiate the monitoring activity (see Section 4.1.). 2.5 s
later, in line 6, DRV starts to produce a new noticing prompted by a new seeing. This leads to a closer inspection of the
surroundings and evaluation of the seen features.

6. Team X-ray, 06-32-32.mkv: 5:42:12
6 FP's use of “minefield” may be triggered by the seeing of red-yellow tape hanging on a tree branch (see the white circle in Fig. 5.3). In the training
context, the tape denotes mines and minefield.

7 DRV's turn is cut off, which is most likely caused by a search for the word “heavy antitank weapon”. DRV continues the word search in line 12 and then
completes it in line 16. In the meantime, the procedure for making observations has already begun. Heavy antitank weapons are not allowed in the DMZ.
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Fig. 6. Team X-ray notices Howitzer cannons.
DRV produces two noticings in line 6. Both are accompanied with a pointing gesture and cut off mid-turn. The first is an
and-prefaced turn: and also there is something- (l. 6, Fig. 6.1). The turn-initial “and” maintains the relevance of their visual
activity (Nevile, 2006), connecting the new noticing to the previous one. After this noticing, FP turns his gaze to the map on
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his lap, apparently to check their location (l. 6. Fig. 6.2). DRV's next noticing, okay, two::- (l. 6), communicates a yet new
noticing, reflecting the quick and emergent process of seeing new features in the environment. The turn-initial “okay” (see
also Excerpt 1) marks the noticing as a distinct move to something new. DRV also begins to verbalize the number of the
objects he sees but cuts off also this turn without specifying what she has seen. The truncated turn-constructional units are
indicative of the uncertainty and ambiguity of DRV's seeing.8 In line 6, DRV also shifts down to the first gear and slows down to
a crawl. DRV's actions and the car's changed speed indicate a transition from monitoring to observing the seen features in
more detail. They are also cues for FP: he raises his gaze from the map and starts observing the environment. DRV's next turn
they are Yallowed to have [those here? assesses the noticed artillery and begins to determine whether their presence con-
stitutes a violation. The turn presupposes that FP sees the same objects and sees them from the same perspective even though
they have not been specifically verbalized or categorized. FP starts reading the map (l. 8) and confirms that the cannons are
allowed in the area (lines 10, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20).

In contrast to the previous excerpt, in Excerpt 7, the first noticing (artillery in the distance) does not presuppose simul-
taneous joint seeing from the other team members. On the contrary, locating the seen objects and establishing joint
orientation after the first noticing requires extensive interactional work. The team has just stopped at a junction with a
blocked road. The excerpt begins with the teammembers scanning the environment for possible signs to help them get their
bearings (lines 1e3). Then in line 5, BSL cuts off her turn and produces a noticing: [there is a mortar. This is a mistaken
categorization; what she sees are howitzer cannons.9

7. Team X-ray, 12-17-31.mkv: 10:35
8 They are howitzer cannons (see Fig. 6). They are positioned outside the DMZ, and their muzzles are pointing to a direction that does not constitute a
violation (see lines 21, 23). The team nevertheless must make contact with the troops and inspect the area.

9 BSL is probably searching for the word “cannons”.
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Fig. 7. Noticing artillery in the distance.
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In the noticing turn, BSL uses the term “mortar” to categorise the noticed object (l. 5), but soon recognizes the mistaken
categorization and begins a word search to repair the wrong term (lines 7e8, 11).10 Regardless of the mistaken formulation
and the word search, BSL's noticing suspends all other activities. First, it cuts short her own unfolding turn. Second, the
category term “mortar” is part of the broader category collection of “weapons”. While being e as it turns out e wrong, it
identifies a potential violation in the environment, and invites the team's joint and focused observation. Third, similarly with
the previous excerpts, the verbal noticing is accompanied with a pointing gesture that is designed to attract the others’
attention: BSL is leaning forward between the front seats (l. 3, Fig. 7.1) and produces the pointing gesture over DRV's right
shoulder and in front of DRV's visual field (lines 5e7, Fig. 7.2).
10 Mortars are lightweight and portable weapons, whereas howitzers e the weapons she sees e are bigger and much more visible.
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BSL's noticing successfully shifts the team's participation and achieves a transition to observation. DRV registers the
gesture (Fig. 7.2) and follows its direction. DRV first scans the surroundings with bare eyes (l. 7) and thenwith binoculars (l. 8,
Fig. 7.3). The act of taking the binoculars treats BSL's noticing as requiring a focused visual access of the suspect terrain and
thus achieves detailed observation rather than general monitoring. In the meantime, FP tries to interpret BSL's word search
and offers help that builds on their just-prior navigation activity.11 In line 11, BSL finds a correct term (“artillery”) to describe
her seeing.

After this, BSL and DRV begin intensive interactional work to establish a joint focus and view to the artillery. DRV
observes the environment but does not confirm seeing the artillery. After a 1.6-s silence (l. 12), BSL suggests moving the
car (l. 13), and DRV confirms (l. 15). At the same time, in line 16, BSL pursues DRV's seeing (Nevile, 2013b), and
immediately after this interprets DRV's myeah::h as indicating possible seeing and asks you [see? After DRV denies
seeing the artillery, BSL repeats her suggestion to move the car, to which DRV agrees and starts slowly driving forward.
Like stopping or slowing down the car (Excerpts 5 and 6), moving the car is a practice for getting a better position to look
at (“positioning for perception”, see Goodwin, 2007: 61) the noticed thing more closely and establishing joint visual
access to it in order to make observations about it.

At this point, also FP has tuned into the joint observation and starts searching for the camera (l. 26). In lines 28e30, BSL
verbalizes her continued seeing of the artillery, during which DRV places the binoculars back on the eyes and continues
scanning the environment. In line 36, as BSL verbalizes their location, DRV confirms seeing the artillery: y[eah:::Y:h, and after
BSL's request to confirm the seeing (do you see?, l. 38), reconfirms (ye[ah::Y:h., l. 40). At this point, they have established joint
seeing required to complete their reporting task.

Excerpt 8 presents another example where, after a noticing, a longer sequence of turns is required to establish joint
seeing and observing. Just before the data extract, the team has noticed a Blueland flag on the side of the road and started
to monitor the environment. In line 1, the driver invites the team members to report possible sightings in the sur-
roundings. In the dataset, similar questioning turns recur during monitoring activity (such as “Do you see anything?”).
They actively invite team members to report possible sightings of military activity and thus sustain and extend the
monitoring activity. Then, after a 1.3-s silence, BSL produces a new noticing in the form of repeated indexical expressions
indicating location (“there”) and direction (“back”) (l. 3) (see Fig. 8).

8. Team Yankee, 11-59-20.mkv: 2:07.50
11 FP's Barriers. (l. 9) refers to the physical obstacle blocking the road on their left.
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Fig. 8. Team Yankee notices troops on their right.
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The indexical expressions in BSL's turn (l. 3) show that he was prepared to spot military activity during the monitoring
activity. Further, the multiple sayings intensify the importance of the noticing and trigger an immediate response: DRV starts
scanning the surroundings to locate what BSL has seen (Fig. 8.1). However, DRV's what? (l. 5, Fig. 8.2) and BSR's continued
scanning of the surroundings (lines 4, 9) show that BSL's noticing has failed to locate the seen feature in the environment and
secure a shared focus on it. The features of the noticing may contribute to this. First, the noticing action is not accompanied
with a gesture, which would have at least helped BSR to locate the noticed thing. Second, BSL's turn does not categorise the
seen thing, which might help the other team members to locate the target of BSL's noticing. DRV's what? (l. 5) and have you
seen something? (l. 10) orient to the missing information in BSL's noticing turns and invite for more.

In contrast to Excerpt 7, in which the observer making the first noticing pursued seeing with suggestions, here the
observer-not-seeing pursues for more information to locate the seen thing. BSL offers this with ¼yes::: soldiers. (l. 11) and
provides more information about of troops’ location (on the right., l. 13). At this point, DRV has stopped the car and begins to
reverse, thus complying with BSL's directive to drive back. By moving the car, DRV also repositions the team in an attempt to
get better visual access to the noticed thing. While reversing the car, DRV still fails to see the troops and pursues for more
information (l. 15). This is followed by BSL's [there., which is now accompanied with a pointing gesture (l. 16, Fig 8.4). In lines
17 and 18, DRV and BSR confirm seeing the troops. After BSL's laughter (l.19) and DRV's description of a soldier's actions (l. 22),
DRV verbalizes their next actions: let's go and talk to them. (l. 26). After this, the team parks the car and inspects the camp.

This section has focused on episodes in which a noticing action leads to the visual activity of ‘observation’. In the dataset,
these noticing actions can be produced in an accelerated manner or include multiple sayings, highlighting the urgency to act
on the seen thing. They also often contain directives urging the driver the slow down or stop the vehicle. They also usually
include terms that belong to the category collection of weapons. They sometimes also begin to list details of the noticed
object. The ways inwhich the recipients respond to these noticing actions shows that they treat the seen object as something
that is potential ‘reportable’. These noticing actions are followed by confirmations and complementary observations,
including details or evaluation about the noticed object. Furthermore, these noticings are never passed; if other team
members are unable to spot the noticed object, extended sequences ensue in which the person having noticed the object
helps the others to register it. Finally, the noticings analysed in this section involve the driver slowing down or stopping the
vehicle, which shows that noticed feature is treated to require focused visual observation.

5. Conclusions

This paper has contributed to research in pragmatics by drawing from ethnomethodology and conversation analysis to
study noticing actions and seeing in the context of UNmilitary observer training. In EMCA, seeing is considered as a socially
accomplished visual activity that is tightly embedded in the organisation of the participants’ interactional conduct (see,
e.g., Goodwin and Goodwin, 1996; Nevile, 2013a). This paper has focused on the design of noticing actions and shown how
they build a context for subsequent visual activities and, especially, invite the team to “see” the surrounding environment
from a particular perspective (see also Goodwin and Goodwin, 2012). It has shown, first, that in the context of UN military
observers’ work, noticing actions are produced as directives, summonses or outlouds. They usually include categorisations
that reveal how the noticed thing is interpreted. Second, noticing actions prompt the team's immediate attentional shift to
the noticed feature. The shifts become evident in the form of verbal and vocal actions (e.g., acknowledgements and con-
firmations), and embodied actions (e.g., gaze and body shifts). Third, the noticing actions accomplish a transition from a
current activity to a new activity. More specifically, they variously build a context for and are interpreted to expect specific
kind of joint ‘seeing’. On the one hand, they can gather the team members’ attention into a closer ‘monitoring’ of the
environment. In these episodes, the noticing turns categorise the noticed feature as an area or a place, communicating the
possible presence of something that is suspicious and “out-of-place”. They are also followed by actions that advance the
monitoring activity: gaze shifts, navigational talk, explicit verbalisations of monitoring, and specific form of mobility, such
as the driver driving the car at steady pace with no talk towards slowing down or stopping. On the other hand, noticing
actions can identify an item (weapon or troops) or activity and lead directly to ‘observation’. The noticing turns in these
episodes include terms that belong to the broader category collection of weapons (e.g., mortar, minefield). They can also
invoke urgency through, for example, multiple sayings and accelerated talk. In some cases, the initial categorizations in the
noticing turns are factually incorrect (Excerpt 5, 7) or partial and inadequate (Excerpts 6, 8). Despite this, the use of some
term belonging to the collection of “weapons” or the use of other turn design features are sufficient for initiating and
advancing the observation activity.

The findings presented in this paper add to existing EMCA research on noticing actions and seeing by highlighting the
emergent nature of joint seeing as it is accomplished through talk and interaction. Joint and emergent seeing reflects the
UN military observer trainees’ gradually evolving situational awareness of the seen features and their relevance for their
task. For example, during the observation activity, trainees can prompt or support their team members to see. This may
require several turns and sequences in which the trainees help others to spot the noticed thing, identify and describe its
details (e.g., who, what and how many) or use other resources (e.g., binoculars) to get differential access to the suspect
object and terrain (see also, e.g., Goodwin and Goodwin, 1996). Furthermore, the team members can direct or suggest
changes in the car's movement or position (e.g., to slow down, stop or change the car's position) to get a better visual
access to the noticed thing (see also Goodwin, 2007). Emergent seeing can also involve hurdles and obstacles that take
time (despite the need to act quickly) and may require intensive interactional work (see especially Excerpts 6e8).
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Moreover, the military observers’ talk in the analysed episodes shows that seeing is often partial or inadequate, indicating
uncertainty about the nature and relevance of the seen object. Nevertheless, the uncertainties and ambiguities tend to be
resolved jointly through interaction.

The analysed phenomenon is a practice for UN military observers to establish shared team vision and to determine the
consequences of their joint seeing for subsequent actions. The noticing actions and the interactional episodes that follow
them are constitutive of the military observer trainees’ ‘professional vision’ (Goodwin, 1994) and professional competence.
Their talk and multimodal actions shape the visible environment into profession-specific objects of knowledge (Goodwin,
1994; Nevile, 2013a, 2013b) and help build and maintain, moment by moment, shared situational awareness in high
stakes situations. The findings are relevant for UNmilitary observers and can be integrated in their training (see Stokoe, 2014).
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